As the "wild one," Rustan resists from the outset the restrictions of rural cottage life, and Mirza seems determined to make him pay for his unrestrained, inconsiderate ways. To this end she plans to use her feminine wiles and emotions, her sole defence under the patriarchy, to render him compliant to the domestic demands of her environment (cf. Geißler 63). She regrets the limitations placed on her control over Rustan: she is incapable of remaining angry long enough to retaliate in kind for the anguish he has caused her. Although she recognizes how little beneficial influence she has over him, she still portrays herself as the moral stabilizing force in his life (13) (14) , while resenting the injustice of her situation (15) (16) (17) (18) . The female recipient of the affront suffers more and longer than the male perpetrator, but there are clear indications that she wishes to exploit her victimization as a weapon of emotional blackmail. Shaming him into the appropriate moral attitude, she hopes to gain power over him by employing "raffiniertes Zweckbewußtsein" (Barthofer 79) , for she secretly wants to return defiance for defiance: "Könnt ich trotzig sein, wie er" (19), allegedly on the grounds of making him a better person: "O, ich weiß, er wäre milder" (20). Neumann's description of the negative side of the archetypal feminine outlines how she can threaten "Liebesentzug" (76) as a strategy to prevent the male from achieving independence, thereby ensuring her authority. "So ist zwar schon in der festhaltend-einfangenden Funktion des Großen Weiblichen der Wille, nichts aus seiner Herrschaft zu entlassen, deutlich, aber in der Funktion des Verringerns und Fressens wird er noch stärker und als aggressiv-negativ sichtbar" (77). This destructive potential looks ahead to the more aggressive Mirza/Gülnare of the dream sequence. However, love comes across initially as a weakness that the self-centred can easily turn to account because those deeply in love, inevitably women, are the most vulnerable. Although Mirza is a more aware victim, one who betrays her wish to restrain her chosen mate, patriarchal conventions oblige her to adopt the resigned stance of Grillparzer's long-suffering women tormented by their unreciprocated love for an undeserving man (37-38).
As Rolf Geißler has noted, the hunters Mirza observes returning home to their families are merely pursuing a "Beruf wie jeder andere, der mit dem klaren Ziele ausgeübt wird, die Familie ökonomisch zu versorgen" (62). The hunter Kaleb surrounded by his loving wife and children (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) The Massud/Mirza combination denotes an agriculturally based, stationary civilization where women play a more dominant role as planters or nurturers and as keepers of the hearth. Feeling oppressed by the limitations of this domestic regime, Rustan seeks personal freedom in hunting, treating it as an aristocratic blood sport that provides training for the warrior and an outlet to express his ambitious heroic drive for social recognition.
When Massud first appears "aus der Hütte" (68f.) visually conveying his priority, a short but revealing dialogue ensues.
MASSUD Mirza!

MIRZA
Rustan!
MASSUD
Ich bins, Mirza! Mädchen, lässest du den Vater In der Dämmrung so allein? (69) (70) (71) In her own mind Mirza has unconsciously substituted Rustan for Massud as the focal point of her aspirations; her spontaneous reaction betrays her obsessive preoccupation with her cousin. Moreover, her confusing of the father with the lover hints at a sense of generational rivalry between the two men for her preference and love. Massud's petulant complaint that she has left him alone in the cottage or neglected him reinforces an impression of competition for her attention.
As soon as Massud denigrates Rustan as the wild one and discloses a desire to curb his nephew, Mirza quickly comes to her cousin's defence by conjuring up an earlier period in which he conformed to her ideal expectations:
O, ich weiß wohl eine Zeit, Wo er sanft war, fromm und mild, Wo er stundenlange saß Auf dem Grund zu meinen Füßen, Bald des Hauses Arbeit teilend, Bald ein Märchen mir erzählend, Bald -o glaubt mir, lieber Vater, Er war damals sanft und gut. This passage is crucial to an understanding of the relationship between the two cousins raised largely under the same roof. When during this fondly remembered past Rustan exhibited characteristics more in keeping with the prototypical female of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, i.e., "sanft," "fromm," "mild," and "gut," she could dominate him both mentally and physically as the recollection of his sitting subserviently for hours at her feet verifies. In a further blow to his masculinity by the standards of the times, he even shared in the housework (Küche), the woman's exclusive domain, and sought to entertain her by reading fairy tales, another sedentary, domestic activity linked to children (Kinder) . While all these former attributes create an image fully at odds with his current manly "wild" pursuits, "fromm" possesses a particular relevance since the text associates this adjective with Mirza's Islamic monk: "Dein Derwisch, / Der besorgte fromme Mann" (178-79). Together with Goethe, Grillparzer appreciated how religion, another of woman's traditional spheres of influence (Kirche), can camouflage an effective psychological strategy to gain control over others. In support of the implied dynamics contained in Mirza's happy reminiscences, Mephistopheles remarks to Faust: "Die Mädels sind doch sehr interessiert, / Ob einer fromm und schlicht nach altem Brauch. / Sie denken: duckt er da, folgt er uns eben auch" . It comes as no surprise, then, that Rustan has fled the limitations imposed by the cottage ethos, particularly after Zanga entered the household to counterbalance Mirza.
One might also ask why a dash follows the third "Bald" in line 114 above ("Bald -o glaubt mir, lieber Vater"). Perhaps there were signs even then that Rustan showed some dissatisfaction with his domestic lot, and Mirza almost divulges this early spark of rebellion in a basically insecure young man. Neumann contends, "[D] ie Große Mutter [wird] in ihrer Funktion als Fixierende und Nichtloslassende einem Lebendigen, das zu seiner Selbständigkeit und Freiheit kommen will, gefährlich" (74). The fact that she again insists on his goodness while urging her father's corroboration further implies a resistance to this "Fixierende" in Rustan. Massud's astute response recognizes how she has to struggle to persuade herself .
Even though Mirza tries to shift the blame to Zanga -"er trägt alle Schuld" (122) -the slave only played to a weakness already present, and the audience attains more insight into what her dash sought to suppress: Rustan, wahr ists, schon als Knabe Horcht' er gerne großen Taten, Übt' er gerne Ungewohntes, Wollt er gerne was er kann, Wär das schlimm? Er ist ein In her honesty she must concede that, even as a boy, Rustan felt drawn to reports of fame and upward mobility. This more assertive attitude she rationalizes as gender determined and attempts to gloss over the contradiction between the male and female versions of her lover by alleging the Kantian triumph of duty over inclination: "Stets doch hielt er die Gedanken / In des Hauses frommen Schranken / Und gebot dem raschen Mut" (132-34). The pious or moral limits imposed by his domestic obligations held potentially destructive urges in check. Zanga's intervention " [b] lies die Asche von den Kohlen / Und entflammte hoch die Glut" (136-37), but the smoldering coals had to be present in the first place. Rustan had to be predisposed to breaking free from his domestic servitude, if the slave's appeal could be so successful. As an additional example she relates how she managed to extract a promise from Rustan not to go hunting, "Und er still und ruhig saß" (141). But no sooner did Zanga extol the martial life than physiological symptoms -red glowing cheeks, quivering fibers, clenched fists, eyes flashing with fire -disclosed his pent-up hostility and the extent of the repression to which he must submit at home. Father and daughter both fail to comprehend how frustrating it must be for a young man to harbour thoughts and wishes contrary to his restrictive environment and not to be allowed an outlet to put them into practice in the outside world. Consistently throughout the first act, Massud and Mirza connect Rustan to fire, the destructive male element, and their desire to subdue if not emasculate him surfaces in Massud's later declaration: "Nur ein Tor verhehlt den Brand; / Wir, mein Kind, wir wollen löschen" (460-61). Freud considered fire a phallic symbol that the woman, as keeper of the hearth, attempts to restrict: "Stets ist die Flamme ein männliches Genitale, und die Feuerstelle, der Herd, ein weiblicher Schoß" (Vorlesungen 171).
To discover his daughter's reaction and to confirm his suspicions, Massud indulges in a cruel game by suggesting that Rustan is in mortal danger. Since she is deeply in love with her cousin, any thought of harm seriously alarms her. "Armes Kind, das ist dein Los, / Wenn dich, wie ich sonst wohl dachte, / Einst an ihn ein festres Band -" (168-70). As soon as he broaches the topic of a possible union, she instantly changes the subject (171-72). Female sensitivities and modesty do not permit voicing an inutterable wish that Massud's insinuation could open to scrutiny. But the episode also demonstrates that others including Mirza have mapped out Rustan's life for him from the earliest times, that his uncle once entertained the idea of his nephew's marrying his daughter, and that he must conform to their wishes before he may receive the ultimate prize from his surrogate father. Rustan himself acknowledges the irreconcilability of "der Nahverwandten Wünsche" (242) in a graphically violent simile in which forces driven in opposite directions tear a condemned man's body to pieces (241-46). To underscore further the incompatibility of the cousins' respective wishes, Grillparzer employs a subtle echo effect based on the verbs können and werden to express hopes that effectively nullify each other. Whereas she endeavours to convince her father: "Hat er seither sich verändert, / Ei, er kann sich wieder ändern / Und er wirds, gewiß, er wirds" (116-18), he tells Zanga, "Bin ich nichts, ich kann noch werden, / Rasch und hoch ist Helden-Brauch; / Was ein Andrer kann auf Erden, / Ei, bei Gott! das kann ich auch" (274-77). Zanga justifiably regards Mirza and her father as serious impediments to the proposed new life of activity away from the cottage: "Dieser Oheim, diese Muhme / Hängen euch wie schwere Fesseln" (340-41), and as another parallel Rustan seeks to avoid the issue just as Mirza did when Massud alluded to a possible marriage between the two cousins. In both instances the exchanges deal with sentimental commitments of which they are aware but which they would prefer not to air publicly. The fact that Rustan reiterates his demand to change the subject (342-43) emphasizes just how sensitive he is to the issue of emotional dependence and reinforces the impression that, while he feels attracted to Mirza, he also fears the influence she wields over him. Zanga's response: "Da kommt euer weiches Herz / Und der Vorsatz ist zum Henker" indicates that this scenario has occurred before. Rustan lacks the necessary resolve to break his home ties and pursue a life of independent adventure.
The following segment illustrates this pattern. After Zanga delineates the joys of the warrior and attempts to shame his master into action (408-10), Mirza returns and points out the personal grief Rustan causes her: "Immer fließen meine Tränen" (424). Her tactic of appealing to his guilty conscience proves effective, for, rather than face her directly, he turns away (428) and again tries to avoid confronting the implied intimate relationship between them by diverting attention: "Horch! Mich dünkt, dein Vater ruft" (429). Moreover, when he first refuses to accept her invitation to enter her realm of influence, the cottage, she insists: "Nicht doch! Du Sollst! / In der Hütte ruht sichs besser" (433-34) and commands him twice: "Komm!" (436, 437). She brooks no opposition; he obediently acquiesces. With typically Mephistophelian sarcasm, Zanga remarks on male enslavement attributable to love since it "[g]ibt dem Weibe Männerstärke / Und dem Manne -Weibersinn!" (440-41). His proverbial declaration voiced at the conscious level of the frame anticipates not only Gülnare but also his penultimate line of the drama, in which he especially thanks Mirza for his freedom and sees himself as the beneficiary of the influence she wields over his master: "Schöne Jungfrau, seid bedankt" (2681).
No sooner do Mirza and Rustan enter the cottage than she stage-manages the scene:
Setze dich! Da Rustan neben dem Alten niedersitzen will, sich zwischen Beide drängend:
Nicht hier! Nein dorthin! Ich muß bei dem Vater sitzen. Seht doch! 'S ist mein Ehrenplatz. Rustan setzt sich ans andere Ende des In reference to this incident Marsch claims: "Mirza ist hier noch nicht bereit, ihre Beziehung zum Vater zugunsten der Beziehung zu Rustan aufzugeben. Sie ist nicht einmal bereit sich in dieser Beziehung zum Vater mit dem 'vaterlosen' Rustan zu teilen. Rustan ist Teil der Familie, aber der Rang eines Sohnes wird ihm von Massuds Tochter streitig gemacht" (66). Like Marsch, Barthofer misses the point here when he interprets the seating arrangement as a symbolic verification of "die [...] nicht sichtbare Rivalität zwischen Mirza und Rustan" (79). Placing herself as a buffer between her father and her lover to prevent an altercation between the two people dearest to her, she puts forward a fictitious rivalry between herself and her cousin in order to cover up her strategic planning. When, despite her physically engineered separation of the potential combatants at either end of the Massud is not above using his daughter as an inducement to compel Rustan to renounce his ambitions -"Diese, mich willst du verlassen?" (560) -or accusing him of selfish, cruel indifference to her feelings: "Magst du ihre Tränen schauen / Und dich kalt -" (568-69). When Rustan remains adamant about leaving and returning only as a hero with more status than his adoptive father, Massud must resort to his last trump: "Wisse denn nur auch das Letzte: / Diese hier, sie liebt dich!" (570-71). He divulges his daughter's feelings for Rustan, implicitly offers her to him, and thereby exploits love as a means to keep his nephew in bondage to the domestic ethos. Rustan wavers briefly -"Mirza! / Hier auch -" (571-72) -but quickly reasserts his resolve to prove himself: "doch es ist beschlossen. / Niemals, oder deiner wert!" (572-73). Although he admits his affection for his cousin by touching his heart, he rationalizes his drive to fulfil his own wishes at the expense of others by putting his love on an inspirational pedestal.
All this posturing may simply disguise his desire to win her on his own merits and not to be beholding to his father. " [B] enefits oblige," Thomas Hobbes cautions, "and obligation is thraldome; and unrequitable obligation, perpetual thraldome" (162). This fear of indebtedness gains further justification with Massud's proud reaction: "Kann er deiner, Kind, entraten, / Massuds Tochter bettelt nicht" (574-76). His property, Mirza, which he is at liberty to bestow or deny, is worthy of esteem not so much in her own right as in her capacity as his daughter.
As Rustan is about to fall asleep and surrender to the unconscious, one must bear in mind where the dream unfolds: "Das Innere der Hütte" (442f.), in which Mirza has assumed a leading position: "Mirza führt Rustan herein." In a symbolic setting suggestive of the womb/tomb, night, another manifestation of female dominance, holds sway while the sun, the male conscious principle, is in decline (26-28). "Bis heute beruht die Existenz der Familie auf diesen zentralen Symbolen, welche die weibliche Herrschaft im Innenraum der Familie konstellieren: dem Haus, dem Tisch [...] und dem Bett" (Neumann 270) , which all figure prominently in the final setting of the first act. The two intrusions of reality, one in the third (1788f.) and the other in the fourth act (2356f.), serve only to reinforce the message that the dream evolves under the auspices of the protective maternal Mirza. In fact, Rustan's dependence upon his cousin and feelings of his own failings underlie his final soliloquy, with which the first act concludes: "Sie sind fort! -Es pocht doch ängstlich! / Sie ist gar zu lieb und gut. / -Ob auch! -Fort! -Ich bin erhört" (613-15). Having no audience to impress with his bravado, he confesses his trepidation at what he is about to begin and concedes his cousin's desirable qualities. The frequency of the dash intimates a weakening of will and the split in his attitude. He finds the prospect of settling down with Mirza attractive and is thus not fully convinced even consciously that he is doing the right thing, but the morning offers the opportunity to realize his "Wunsch" (616) to break free from the limitations of family and achieve fame and fortune.
Gülnare is a dream variation of Mirza indebted to the crucial confrontation between Rustan and Osmin. From Zanga's report, one learns that Osmin "[s]prach von seinen Heldentaten, / Seinem Glücke bei den Weibern, / Wie des Königs Tochter selber / Bei der Tafel nach ihm schiele" (497-500). In response to a threatening military crisis, the king has declared his willingness to grant to a future saviour "Seine Tochter und ihr Erbe, / Seines weiten Reiches Krone" (508-09). Therefore, even before the dream commences, the Tagesrest has furnished several details from conscious life essential to an understanding of Gülnare's function. Osmin, enjoying a reputation for success with women as opposed to Rustan's inexperience, has even piqued the interest of the princess, the source of power and wealth. It follows that in the early stages of the dream, when Rustan first alludes to "Arme Mirza!" (724), Zanga replies, "Ja, weil arm, / Hindert sie ein reiches Wollen" (724-25). Since both the voice of Rustan and that of Zanga represent aspects of the "real" Rustan's own psyche, this dialogue demonstrates again the split in the main protagonist. Although part of him feels drawn to her, the more cynical, pragmatic side of his personality, embodied by the dream Zanga, recognizes the economic disadvantage of pursing his cousin: her more modest status would not satisfy his ambitions or advance his career (cf. Yates 117). Rustan's negative alter ego proceeds to warn against the adverse effects of love: "Ahmt mir nur nicht jene nach, / Die das nahe Gut verschmähen / [...] / Heiß in Liebesglut vergehen" (726-27; 730) -do not let passion impede the pursuit of material advantage. Gülnare, Rustan's Wunscherfüllung, thus embodies a Mirza who has all the riches that the real-life version lacks but that the Tagesrest attributes to the king's daughter.
Not surprisingly, the first description of Gülnare, coming from the dream Zanga, is decidedly pejorative:
Ein verwöhntes, einzges Kind, Das gar stolz und hochgesinnt, Selbst den Gatten wählen möchte. Ein geziertes äffges Wesen, Tat so was in Dichtern lesen. The spoilt, only child could apply to Mirza, while the proud and noble designation may stem from her claim to the seat of honour beside her father. Mirza has consistently espoused Massud's view of life and his values, a collaboration reinforced by her association with another paternal figure critical of Rustan's rebellion, the Derwisch. Gülnare's desire to choose her own mate is revolutionary for a period that regarded women as the legal property of their fathers, an outlook exemplified by Massud's proprietary attitude towards his daughter. This wish fulfilment therefore curtails paternal authority by leaving the choice in the hands of the daughter, and it may be attributed to the numerous oblique indications of a more assertive Mirza who knows how to exploit her emotional claims on Rustan to influence him. The unflattering picture of the foppish woman remains consistent with the frame Zanga's low opinion of his rival Mirza, whom he denigrates. However, as a product of Rustan's own mind, this negative image also suggests his inferiority complex and fear with respect to his cousin also discernible in his final conscious reference to her: " -Es pocht doch ängstlich! / Sie ist gar zu lieb und gut -" (613-14), character traits she has exploited in the past to manipulate him. Ambivalence is therefore pivotal from Gülnare's introduction. She is desirable as the king's daughter and as the key to the throne. Zanga planted this seed in the frame when he described the king as "Jetzt von Macht und Glanz umgüldet" (295), inadvertently providing a visual image that the dream work translates into Gülnare, the verbal condensation. (As the name Gülnare occurs only in the dream, Grillparzer may have chosen it for its auditory approximation to the poetic gülden.) But she is also dangerous because she has a mind of her own.
When Gülnare appears in person, the stage directions read: "Gülnare, seine Tochter, an der Spitze" (864f.); the very staging supports her dominant role. Zanga announces, "Gold und Spangen, Perlen, Kleider, / Seht der Hoheit Vollgewalt" (867-68), a first impression confirmed by Rustan's initial observation:
Zanga, jene Lichtgestalt, Sich um seinen Nacken schmiegend, Weich in Vaterarmen liegend. Wie sie atmet, wie sie glüht, Jede Fiber wogt und blüht. Her entry at this crucial juncture, where Rustan is vacillating between right and wrong, proves decisive: "Zanga, nun nicht mehr zurück! / Wärs am Rand mit meinen Tagen; / Ich hab jenes Tier erschlagen" (876-78; emphasis in original). The critics unanimously attribute his moral fall to the sexual appeal exuded by a seductively beautiful Gülnare. "Denn nicht der Anblick von 'Gold und Spangen, Perlen, Kleider' [...] -also Status und materieller Besitz -sondern die sexuell-attraktive Gülnare in den Armen ihres Vaters stacheln Rustan zuallererst an, seine Furcht und Scheu vor Lüge und Betrug zu überwinden" (Barthofer 73 ; cf. also Geißler 65-66; Roe 176). However, this interpretation does not take into account that the dream Zanga, a Rustan creation, first alludes to gold and material wealth and that Rustan's own description contains metaphors derivative of the same priority. After all, Mirza attracts Rustan sexually but is comparatively "arm." This initial meeting also suggests his cousin in Gülnare's surrender to her father's protection as she clings to his neck. While her entrance at the head of the retinue implies dominance, the subsequent pantomime with her father conveys submission and dependence.
Gülnare's attitude towards the dead snake discloses the same duality. In her first reaction, she fulfils the feminine stereotype of the fearful, defenceless female whom Rustan has just found so attractive: "GÜLNARE mit der Hand die Augen bedeckend: / Ah!" (882), but then in a complete reversal she declares: "Nein! / Stark, entschlossen will ich sein. / [...] / Glaub nur nicht, mein edler Fremdling, / Daß, ein schwach erbärmlich Weib, / Hinter dir so fern ich bleib!" (882-86). Repudiating the customary views of her sex, she lays claim to traditionally male attributes and presents herself as Rustan's or any man's equal: "Oft hat man mich wohl gesehen, / Männlich die Gefahr bestehen, / Eine Gleiche stand ich ihr" (887-89). This declaration of equality coincides with the earlier report of her insistence upon selecting her own spouse. Furthermore, in her complete honesty she concedes that at first she was unable to countenance "das Widrige, das Grauen" (890), but the audience has already witnessed male responses to the snake in the king, Rustan, and Zanga: powerlessness and cowardice. Early on she bears evidence of her strong will to overcome any weakness: "Und doch, schaffts nicht fort, es bleibe; / Selbst bezwingen will ich mich" (893-94). Not a woman to be easily cowed, she faces her fear while Rustan took to his heels.
Then, after this show of a more assertive personality, she reverts back to the helpless female: "Nun zu dir, mein edler Retter, / Der mir seines Armen [sic] Walten / Alles, alles mir erhalten, / Was der Schwachen übrig blieb" (895-98). She now portrays herself as the weak victim of circumstances, dependent upon the support and protection of an old man: "War mir dieses Greises Leben / Einzge Stütze, all mein Schutz" (901-02). "Der Rivalitätsaspekt des Königs ist dagegen für Rustan weniger verunsichernd," Barthofer argues, "da Gülnare dessen Greisentum wiederholt betont" (73). Her stressing her father's implied impotence lacks objectivity not only in the present situation -she is playing to Rustan's masculine vanity -but also in the overall context, for Gülnare remains a construct of Rustan's mind. As a positive wish fulfilment, she conjures up the flattering image to which part of him has aspired: "Vater schau, so sehen Helden! / Vater schau, so blickt ein Mann!" (908-09), specifically the embodiment of the traditional hero and the epitome of virility. Since Rustan's conscience is still active and resists the unwarranted praise, his moral self momentarily prevails: "RUSTAN auf die Kniee stürzend: / Herrin, o, ich bin vernichtet!" (915). Both his gesture and his mode of address foretell Gülnare's ultimate dominance and his destruction at her hands based on her ethical superiority originating with Mirza: his cousin claimed the moral high ground in the frame. This short incident reminds the spectator that at heart Rustan cannot deny his irresolute, insecure personality and that he fails to exhibit the forcefulness and self-confidence necessary to meet heroic demands.
In a speech replete with dramatic irony, Gülnare paints two contrasting portraits. First she describes the boastful young man who is all talk but no action and who, when it comes to a crisis, caves in: "Doch kam der Erfüllung Zeit, / Wie war Held und Tat so weit!" (922-23). Although she addresses this critique at Osmin or his ilk (cf. 492-501), the audience can appreciate its applicability to Rustan's behaviour to date. While the next four lines ostensibly pertain to him: "Dieser kommt uns, als von oben, / In der Stunde der Gefahr, / Tut, was seiner würdig war, / Und verstummt, wenn wir ihn loben" (924-27), they actually build on the appearance of the genuine hero high on the cliff, his slaying of the monster, his disappearance, and his silence since his noble deed. Acting as the voice of Rustan's conscience, Gülnare singles out his failure and his rival's success, a case of perverse dream logic with exasperating and humiliating implications for the dreamer.
The following segment also contains apparent paradoxes or contradictions underscoring the ambivalence of Gülnare's function. She announces the dire political straits the royal family faces in the pending invasion led by "Mein Bewerber und mein Feind" (944). This striking formulation for the suitor/enemy who seeks to impose his will both indicates her resistance to any challenge to her freedom and looks ahead to Rustan's own relationship to her. Currently assuming the part of the demoiselle in distress: "Sei mein Schützer, sei mein Retter, / Banne diese dunkeln Wetter" (956-57), she is not above intimating her own person as the possible prize: "Nach und nach langsamer sprechend: / Und der glänzend neue Tag / Bringt dir dar, was er vermag" (958-59). Picking up on his daughter's cue, the king promises "nichts zu verweigern, / Und wenn es das Höchste war. / Du errötest, du verstehst mich" (964-66) and Gülnare responds: "Vater, komm und laß uns gehn" (967). "Eine Prinzessin von Eis," Politzer comments, "zieht sie sich hinter das Rätsel ihrer Verschlossenheit zurück, wenn der König sie dem Sieger als Gattin zusprechen will" (245). Politzer fails to see that she first hints at the prospect of herself as reward and that a parallel situation occurred in act one when Massud alluded to the same contentious topic and Mirza tired to evade the touchy issue (cf. 168-72) . Also the involuntary act of blushing with its implied body heat does not suggest the coldness of a Persian Turandot: Gülnare more likely changes the subject out of embarrassment and modesty and in keeping with her resolve to preserve her independence. When her own father chides her contradictory conduct: "Nun so karg, und erst so warm!" (968), Gülnare, in a further attempt to divert attention: "nach rückwärts gewendet, wie ablenkend" (970f.), poses a seemingly innocuous question: "Und wo ist, wo ist die Stelle, / Die so vieles mir gedroht?" (971-72). Inadvertently she casts doubt on Rustan's worthiness to receive herself as payment by drawing attention to the feasibility of his having been in a position to deliver the fatal blow. As the king's subsequent partial recollection demonstrates , it all has to do with location, and significantly Rustan's mind has Gülnare first raise this potentially damning detail.
This essay has dwelled on Gülnare's initial stage appearance at length because it establishes the pattern for her remaining function in the dream. She not only represents, as Lorenz puts it, "alles, was [Rustan] sich unter einer begehrenswerten Prinzessin vorstellen mag" (165), that is, the "Becher / Der [ihn] reizt," but she also potentially embodies the vessel "der [ihn] schreckt" (1582-83). Lorenz also maintains, "Bestimmend für ihren Wert ist, daß sie Rustan akzeptiert wie er ist. Bezeichnenderweise sind in Rustans Traum die Standesgrenzen irrelevant geworden" (165). In contrast to the social barrier in Libussa, the "Standesgrenzen" are indeed irrelevant because they do not really exist. With the authority of the conscious reality operative in the first act, the real Zanga announces: "Jener Fürst von Samarkand, / Den Osmin als Herrn genannt, / War, wie ihr, des Dorfes Sohn, / Jetzt von Macht und . This is an important distinction. It deprives Rustan of any social excuse for his failure -others of his class have achieved power and wealth before him, a feature that likely reflects the upward mobility of the Napoleonic era -and places him on an equal hereditary level with Gülnare; she shares with Mirza similar rural roots. As noted earlier the distinction between the two women is primarily one of scale or degree, for Massud, "ein reicher Landsmann" (Personen), rules over his domain just as absolutely as the king over his.
The play frequently draws attention to the coalescence of the two female figures, notably in the recounting and partial reenactment of the stranger's records, which juxtapose the characters of the real and dream worlds. The old Kaleb's son lived close to Massud's cottage: "'Sah dort Mirza, seine Tochter, / Sie, die Einzge, die vergleichbar, / Nahe mindestens kommt Gülnaren, / Meines Herrn erlauchter Tochter'" (1779-82). Interpreting these lines, Politzer writes: "Aus der Sprache des Traums in die der Tageswirklichkeit übersetzt, deuten diese Zeilen darauf hin, daß der Streit mit Osmin der unbewußten Eifersucht Rustans entsprungen ist, der seine Neigung zu der Cousine durch den verwöhnten [...] Jäger bedroht sieht" (238). But if this were the case, then why did Rustan reject the implied offer of marriage and abandon his cousin? Since this retrospective is offered in the dream context, it does not necessarily hold true in reality. That is to say, the real Osmin may not have admired Mirza. What Rustan envies is his competitor's success with women. Since he feels threatened by it -theoretically, Osmin could steal his cousin -he betrays his lack of confidence in his own masculinity. In this condensation of the two women, Gülnare incarnates Rustan's wish for the greater wealth and power of the king's daughter as described in reality (506-11) but also his attraction to and love for Mirza. Despite her association with the unpretentious cottage and its domestic restrictions, she is nonetheless a strong woman whom Rustan obeys and to whom he has looked for guidance and protection, a message substantiated by the real world as it impinges directly upon the action of the dream: "Die hintern Vorhänge werden durchsichtig und zeigen in heller Beleuchtung Mirza mit in dem Schoße liegenden Händen vor der Hütte ihres Vaters sitzend" (1788f.). This apotheosis of the female sustained by her archetypal manifestations of "Schoße" and "Hütte" only serves to reinforce the maternal presence constantly hovering reassuringly in the background, the "hintern Vorhänge."
In the third act Rustan's perception of Gülnare continues to fluctuate between weakness and strength, attraction and repulsion. At the approach of what seems to be an avenging Gülnare, her opening line, "Hier ist der, den ich genannt!" (1881), is ambiguous, as if she were accusing him of her father's murder. However, in a complete reversal, she submits to his authority and reasserts his masculinity by kneeling before him and pleading, "Nimm die Einsame, Verlaßne, / Einst bestimmt zu nähern Banden, / Nimm sie auf in deinen Schutz!" (1908-10). A feared denunciation becomes an endorsement of his having earned his father figure's power and possessions. Whereas one might expect Rustan to rejoice at this favourable turn of events, surprisingly he casts himself at her feet and orders the mutinous army: "Werft, gleich mir, euch hin im Staube. / Eure Herrscherin steht hier!" . His servility may be a ploy to gain the crown by legal means in the expectation that she will reward his gallant humility with her hand (cf. Politzer 245), but it may also dramatize his guilty conscience: "Aber schuldig jetzt -gleich mir! -" (1927), his deep-seated sentiments of inadequacy and his apprehension of women. In yet another sudden turnabout indicative of the conflict between self-assertion and self-deprecation, his mind transforms "die Einsame, Verlaßne" (1908) in need of "Schutz" (1910) into a strong, determined ruler who holds the patriarchal symbol of domination (cf. Reeve, and is prepared at best only to share its power:
Dieses Landes Herrscherschmuck, Er bleibt mein, ich geb ihn Niemand, Sollte Tod mich übereilen, Niemand, Keinem, auch nicht dir! Geben nie -wohl aber teilen ! (1934-38) This speech may well be indebted to the first act, where Mirza refused to cede her "Ehrenplatz" (455) to her cousin, thus giving the semblance of staking a greater claim to her father's love at Rustan's expense and playing to his feelings of inferiority.
The stage directions that conclude the act presage the final outcome of the drama -Gülnare's complete ascendancy: "Sie hebt die Krone in der Rechten hoch empor, während Rustan mit den Zeichen wilder Verzweiflung die Stirne gegen den Boden drückt" (1938f.) . What occasions Rustan's despair? Is it remorse for his past criminal conduct, consistent with his act of submission before the army, or disappointment that her pronouncement of a shared rule does not fulfil his aspirations for absolute power? The latter becomes the main focus in the despotic police state of the fourth act. Although at first Rustan's rule seems uncontested, there are clear signs of opposition: Gülnare obliges him to concede to her wish over his command (2053-61; cf. Reeve, "Bitten versus Befehlen" 131-32) . Each time in this power struggle (2159, 2170; cf. also Politzer 245) or contest of wills -"RUSTAN Ich verbiete, daß er schreibe! / GÜLNARE Ich befehle, daß ers soll!" (2181-82) -she acquires broader public support because she occupies the morally superior position. For instance, when Rustan proposes a duel to prove his innocence, she retorts, "Nicht wer stärker, wer im Recht, / Zeige Einsicht, statt Gefecht!" (2194-95). The laws that ensure civilization, the ethical stance advocated by Massud and Mirza, take precedence over a self-indulgent might-is-right posture. Once circumstances turn against him and expose his guilt, Gülnare's authority grows proportionally and assumes the force of retributive justice while he is prepared to renounce everything but power. She reacts decisively: "Dir die Herrschaft? Herrsch in Ketten! / Nehmt gefangen ihn!" (2327-28), and unarmed she even challenges him: "Triff mich selber, hast du Mut" (2343). Unable to stand up to her (2345f.), he suffers the ultimate male embarrassment of losing face before a woman and betrays his underlying fear of impotence. The last lines of the dream provide conclusive evidence of his defeat as a man. Gülnare, in hot pursuit, demands that he surrender to her: "Gib dich! gib dich!" (2537) and a "Rustan ähnliche Gestalt stürzt sich in den Strom." Since the stream represents another variation of the female archetype (womb/tomb), Rustan's rhetorical questions upon regaining consciousness: "So verschlang mich nicht der Strom?" (2540); "Muß ich hier denn untergehn?" (2564) point to the terrible mother who devours her young.
Before this final humiliation of Rustan, as if to reassure the audience of a happy ending, a final intervention of reality into the dream takes place. Massud asks Mirza to enter his room to await the dawn so that together they can approach Rustan: "MASSUD Tritt nur ein. / MIRZA Zu dir? / MASSUD Ja wohl! / Gehn zusammen dann hinüber" . This exchange, in addition to substantiating the common front formed by father and daughter against the nephew/cousin, suggests Mirza's surprise at the invitation extended by the voice of her father hidden in the darkness of his bedroom -the audience never actually sees him throughout this dialogue. "Wirklich? -O mein guter Vater! / Sieh, ich komme! -Und ihr Götter, / Euch sei er indes vertraut!" (2376-78). The dashes intimate her emotional turmoil or divided loyalties. In an attempt to come to terms with her feelings, she explains them as stemming from the necessity of attending to her father's needs (2379-80) rather than those of her lover. Turning to the gods she petitions them to protect him not only from suffering and distress but also, tellingly, from his own "Wünschen and Gedanken" (2383). It is almost as if she had knowledge of Rustan's antisocial desires. Intuitively she senses that wish fulfilment could be dangerous, something against which he needs protection, "Bis [ihr] Innres wieder bei ihm, / Und [sie] wieder beten kann" (2385-86). Her most intimate inner self cannot be with him if she enters her father's bedroom, an act that may even be construed as infidelity, as siding with Massud in the rivalry between father and son, of which she is clearly aware.
When Rustan returns to consciousness, he asks for forgiveness and begs for reinstatement in the Biedermeier ethos of the cottage: "Nimm, geneigt der heißen Bitte, / Wieder auf in deine Hütte / Den Verirrten, seine Reu!" (2662-64) . In what amounts to a complete capitulation, he agrees to renounce his rebellion against his father and accept the shackles of domestic limitation by seeking to settle down with his cousin. Needless to say she fully endorses his request: "MASSUD Du auch trittst auf seine Seit? / MIRZA Ist er doch so mild und gut" (2704-05). Her character reference reproduces her earlier assessment: "Er war damals sanft und gut" (115), when he sat docilely at her feet. The now penitent Rustan once more meets her fondest wish for a mate over whom she can exert control.
And yet Rustan's confession upon awakening suggests that repression alone makes this conversion possible at considerable personal cost. After he confesses to having requited love "mit blutgem Hasse" (2578), he goes on to contend: "Und doch nein, dich haß ich nicht! / Nein, ich fühls, dich nicht. -Und dich nicht. -/ Haß?" (2579-81). Four times in this speech he alludes to hate with much vehemence: "Hasse euch nicht! Hasse Niemand!" (2583), signalled by four exclamation marks. Why does he even raise this issue, and whom is he trying to convince? His protestations could just as easily seek to conceal the intensity of a repressed resentment he feels towards his surrogate family members who seriously curtail his options. The first "dich" has to be Mirza. Her love threatens to smother him as it is too restrictive and critical of his desire for freedom. As the nurturing, over-protective, maternal type, reluctant to release her lover, she has disapproved of his ambitions and made him feel guilty for even harbouring them. These hints of pent-up hostility call the happy ending into serious question and make one wonder with Massud, "Ob, was floh, auf immer fern" (2694).
The frame delineates two distinct eras in Rustans's evolution as a young man. At an earlier period, Mirza, conscious of the rivalry between her father and her cousin, was able to shame the latter into conformity to the domestic priorities of the Biedermeier ethos and even to oblige him to adopt female traits. Secretly wishing to break free from an emasculating environment, Rustan resented the restrictions imposed on his desires and resisted an exploitive love intent upon keeping him in bondage. However, in reality he was too weak to assert himself without Zanga's provocation and just before the dream commences there are still signs of his dependence on Mirza and anxiety about his impotence. Gülnare is a dream incarnation of his cousin but at a more intensified, extreme level: a condensation of his love for Mirza and of his desire for wealth and power as stimulated by the Tagesrest. Gülnare's main feature is an ambivalence already discernible in her prototype. Rustan feels drawn to her physical beauty, but he is also repelled by the indications of her overbearing personality. She vacillates between dependence and independence, weakness and strength, submission and dominance. While displaying a moral superiority equally present in the frame Mirza, she singles out and exposes both indirectly and directly Rustan's weaknesses: his guilty conscience, his feelings of sexual inadequacy, and his apprehension of women. As the dream realizes his worst fears, she gains complete victory: she humiliates his male pride and destroys him as the predatory female. " [D] ie Bezeichnung Masochismus," Freud points out, " [umfaßt] alle passiven Einstellungen zum Sexualleben und Sexualobjekt, als deren äußerste die Bindung der Befriedigung an das Erleiden von physischem oder seelischem Schmerz von seiten des Sexualobjekts erscheint" (Drei Abhandlungen 67-68). In a masochistic turn of events, his conscience seeks satisfaction in punishing him for entertaining illicit thoughts through the agency of his own nightmare's creation.
Der Traum represents no radical divergence from the general depiction of women in other Grillparzer works. For instance, the inner female versus the outer male orientation remains a constant theme from Sappho (819-20) to the posthumous play Libussa, where the heroine first appears "in ländlicher Tracht aus der Hütte tretend" (16f.). And the manipulative tactic of playing to the male desire to protect the "weaker" sex achieves definitive treatment in his last completed tragedy, Die Jüdin von Toledo: "Und dies Geschlecht ist stark erst wenn es schwach" (390). In the specific context of Biedermeier and its glorification of the family, however, the playwright would seem to be sounding a cautionary note very much in keeping with Politzer's apt correlation of Grillparzer with "Das abgründige Biedermeier." The other notable contemporary Austrian writer Adalbert Stifter has his "Platzschuster" first sow his wild oats as a "Gemswildschütze" ("Bergkristall" 177), but only when he returns to the expected village patterns of domestic responsibility does he gain social acceptance and his wife. While Rustan follows essentially the same pattern, he also illustrates the darker, negative side of a period ostensibly known for contentment and moderation. Although the problematic conclusion heralds the triumph of the patriarchy as the sun's "Strahl [the masculine] das nächtge Dunkel [the feminine] / Und der Nebel Schar zerstreut, / [...] / Siegend ob der Dunkelheit" (2632-33; 2635), the female still remains a formidable, repressed force as the unconscious (cf. 2697-2701).
On the one hand, the archetypal framework based on the Great Mother in her universal manifestations of love and death presents Rustan's revolt against the domestic values of the Hütte and his desire for freedom in a more positive light: the protagonist as a victim of the "festhaltend-einfangende" female. But on the other hand the sympathetic portrayal of capable women who felt socially disadvantaged by the inferior, dependent status assigned to them by the Biedermeier patriarchy tends to favour an emerging feminist position. To account for this contradiction, a biographical, historical explanation comes to mind. As Wolfgang Paulsen has indicated, Grillparzer "hat [Frauen] doch ebenso gefürchtet wie gesucht" (38), the attraction/repulsion dynamic that arguably goes back to the Garden of Eden, where Eve convinced Adam to partake of the forbidden fruit, a symbolic reference to sexuality. Grillparzer sensed in himself and depicted in his male protagonists from Jaromir (Die Ahnfrau) to Alphons (Die Jüdin) this same ambivalent, timeless reaction to the opposite sex. However, being a Wahrheitsfanatiker, he could not ignore his own experiences and observations in nineteenth-century Vienna with regard to the fate of the gifted women of his acquaintance. Mirza/Gülnare's resistance looks back to the titular character of Die Ahnfrau (cf. Lorenz 36-37) and ahead to Edrita (Weh dem, der lügt! 1165-66) and Libussa (1231-38) and reflects contemporary psychological tensions resulting from the drive for dominance or equality between the sexes and within the family.
